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Göteborgs Kulturkluster

Göteborgs Kulturkluster Accessibility
ENTRANCES
Spinnstudion is part of Göteborgs Kulturkluster, with its
address at Järntorget 7. The building is accessible via two
entrances, Järntorget at the front and Mellangatan at
the back.
JÄRNTORGET 7 (with stairs and a small lift/elevator)
Use this entrance if you are on foot or are using a manual
wheelchair. Take the stairs or the lift up to the first floor
and find the entrance to Göteborgs Kulturkluster on your
right. Ring the doorbell and we’ll come and let you in!

Göteborgs Kulturkluster Accessibility
ENTRANCES
MELLANGATAN 1B (with large lift/elevator)
If you are travelling by car or taxi, there is a disabled
parking space outside the Mellangatan entrance. You
will need a code to get into the building (obtainable from
Veera +46 706 48 33 13).
The large lift has enough room for a pram, large wheelchair or mobility scooter. Take the lift up to the first floor
and follow the corridor that is straight ahead of you.
The door to Spinnstudion is on your right.
Ring the doorbell and we’ll come and let you in!

ENTRANCE HALL, KITCHEN, TOILETS
If you use the Järntorget entrance, the entrance hall will
take you straight into the kitchen area, where it is
possible to make tea or coffee, or warm any food you
may have brought with you.
The area is wheelchair accessible and the kitchen surfaces are height adjustable. There is a long table where
you can have a drink, eat food or just relax. On the left
side of the kitchen you will find coat hangers as well as
shelves for storing shoes.
The right side of the kitchen leads to a corridor with
three toilets. The two largest are each furnished with
grab bars, a shower and a shower seat.

MEETING ROOM, OFFICE
Beyond the kitchen there is a bookable meeting
room and an open-plan office. The password for
free access to Wi-Fi is displayed in several places
around the Kulturkluster. Ask us if you need any
help!

SPINNSTUDION
Next to the coat hangers is the entrance to the studio.
The studio has a sprung floor, covered with grey dance
matting. The mirrors along one side of the room can be
covered with grey curtains. There are no ballet barres.
The studio has a music system (including mini-plug
cable), a projector and access to Wi-Fi.
Ten yoga mats are available for use.
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